
BOOK REVIEWS AND NOTICES 

Before we can even begin our daring journey into this parallel universe of 
theories, we are kindly asked to leave our belief in the authority of Scripture at 
the door. Indeed, Mobley asserts, all that is required for the reader to recognize 
these adventure stories is "a temporary suspension of the moralistic voices at 
the boundaries of the stories and in the religious imaginations of their readers" 
(8). That is, he would have us simply read them out of their biblical contexts. 
Once we do this, however, what controls would or could our subjective imagi
nations have placed upon them? If I disagree with Mobley's interpretation, I 
can simply adjure my readers to set aside his views and the fruits of his imagi
nation in favor of mine—which are, after all, more correct because I say they 
are. Once we abandon the notion of fixed and absolute truth, divinely 
authored and communicated in a host of creative ways in the biblical texts 
(including adventure stories, by the way), we are left with nothing other than 
what is right in our own eyes. Hey, that kind of sounds like the problem we 
encounter in Judges. 

Mobley is a superb writer. He provides fine, perceptive literary analyses of 
the biblical accounts of Ehud, Gideon, and Samson and many helpful insights 
into ancient Near Eastern warfare, warriors, and associated concepts. However, 
all of this could have been much more helpfully brought into the service of bib
lical exegesis rather than directed toward a theoretical reconstruction of a dif
ferent literary tradition. It is true that much that is useful for the biblical 
exegete can be found in these pages, but there is much, too, that springs from 
motives more tendentious than edificatory and that leads to hypothetical con
clusions stripped of their biblical dress and therefore also their ultimate help
fulness for those who hold a high view of Scripture as it is. Mobley has obviously, 
but obliviously, committed the same offense to the texts that he accuses later 
redactors of committing. He has shanghaied the biblical stories of the judges to 
serve on board his own exegetical ship. It is time to let these stories enjoy some 
time at home. 

—Michael J. Williams 

The Song of Songs: Interpreted by Early Christian and Medieval Commentators edited 
by Richard A. Norris Jr. The Church's Bible. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003. 
Pp. xxi + 325. Price unknown. 

Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Solomon edited by J. Robert Wright and Thomas C. 
Oden, eds. Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture, Old Testament 9. 
Downer's Grove, 111.: InterVarsity Press, 2005. Pp. xxix + 434. Price unknown. 

Introduction 

The cultural, spiritual, and theological horizon of the early Christians was 
massively biblical. This is most evident in commentaries on Scripture. Some of 
these take the form of running commentaries organized by verse as we still 
know today. Many other commentaries are essentially series of sermons on par-
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ticular books of the Bible. A substantial number of such exegetical works have 
come down to us, most notably the commentaries of Origen, John Chrysostom, 
and Augustine. To these, one should add the thousands of scholia and catenae. 

The study of the church fathers' treatment of Scripture has become a sig
nificant research topic in the second half of the twentieth century. This was the 
consequence of several factors: the papal encyclical Divino afflante Spintu, which 
underlined the importance of the patristic interpretation of Scripture; the nou
velle théohgie, the emergence of heuristic tools (first the Biblia Patrìstica and 
other indexes and later the various electronic tools) ; and the experience of the 
limitations of the traditional historical-critical methods of exegesis. As a result, 
from the 1970s onward, patristic exegesis or the fathers and the Scriptures has 
become a rapidly growing branch on the tree of early Christian studies. (See 
S. R. Harmon, "A Note on the Critical Use of Instrumenta for the Retrieval 
of Patristic Biblical Exegesis," fournal of Early Christian Studies vol. 11 (2003): 
95-107.) Many scholarly articles and monographs give a survey of the church 
fathers' interpretation of a particular pericope or text unit while others offer a 
study of the use of Scripture by one author. It is no surprise then, that after 
these recent decades of analysis, the time for synthesis and larger enterprises 
has come. In what follows, I discuss two such synthesising projects, both pub
lished in the United States: The Ancient Christian Commentary on Saiptureand The 
Church's Bible. Both projects are essentially anthologies. They document the 
patristic interpretation of a biblical book by offering selected patristic texts in 
English translation. The biblical sequence of chapters and verses function as 
structuring principle. Hence, the volumes produced by both projects present 
themselves as treasure-troves that give ready access to the church fathers' inter
pretation of any verse or text-unit of the Bible. My presentation and evaluation 
of both projects is based on their treatment of the Song of Songs, one of the few 
books that has already been covered by both projects. 

The Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture (ACCS) 

The ACCS project is directed by Thomas C. Oden and Christopher A. Hall 
and published by InterVarsity Press (IVP). Its goal is "the revitalization of 
Christian teaching based on classical Christian exegesis; the intensified study of 
Scriptures by laypersons who wish to think with the early church about the 
canonical text; and the stimulation of Christian historical, biblical, theological, 
and pastoral scholars toward further inquiry into scriptural interpretation by 
ancient Christian writers" (xi). The volumes in the ACCS present a classical 
verse-by-verse commentary on the books of the Bible with the proviso that the 
given commentary consists of a florilegium of patristic commentaries (from 
10-750 A.D.) on each verse or text unit. In this way, the reader receives an easy 
overview of the main lines of the church fathers' interpretation of the 
Scriptural text in question. Three features in the design of the commentary 
facilitate this. (1) The Scriptural text has been broken up into small text units. 
Each of these received a heading (e.g., Song 1:1-4 has as heading 'The Bride 
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and the Lover") followed by the scriptural text in the RSV translation. (2) The 
Scriptural text is followed by patristic commentary. This is introduced by a gen
eral overview, a brief survey by the editor of the volume that indicates the main 
themes and recurring threads in the patristic interpretation of the text unit. 
Readers can browse through the volume and, in reading the overviews, get an 
idea of how church fathers dealt, for example, with the Song of Songs and see 
that the picture is much richer than the well-known allegorical interpretations 
in which the church is the bride and Christ the bridegroom. (3) The wealth of 
patristic comments is structured by topical headings on two levels: There ¿ire 
topical headings for each verse and, within these sections, for each major 
theme, metaphor, or catchword. Within each topical heading of the second 
level, then, the patristic texts are grouped, identified by the author's name. At 
the end of the text, the reference to the work, chapter, and (sub) section is 
given, followed by a footnote. In this footnote, explanations to the texts are 
offered where necessary to understand its meaning. In these notes, the reader 
is also referred to the translation used. Most of the texts offered in the ACCS-
series are culled from existing translations. The policy adopted is that new 
translations are made from texts that have been untranslated to date; existing 
translations that are found archaic in style and language are updated; transla
tions that are found well-rendered and reliable are simply adopted. 

The large number of included excerpts are sometimes rather short. Perhaps 
it is exactly this feature that makes the volume attractive for pastors and preach
ers, but the reader should be aware that this can make for a fragmented read
ing that may not reveal important elements of the context of the commentary 
by individual authors. Each volume in the series provides additional informa
tion, including an introduction to the biblical book(s)—a timeline of writers of 
the patristic period with brief biographical sketches. More scholarly oriented 
users will be happy with the bibliographies (both of original sources and 
English translations), while rich indices (a subject index and a Scripture index) 
further facilitate the use of the book. 

The Church's Bible (CB) 

The Church's Bible (CB) is a project directed by Robert Wilken and pub
lished by Eerdmans. Its goal is similar to that of the ACCS: "It is the purpose of 
this series to make available the richness of the Church's classical tradition of 
interpretation for clergy, Sunday school and bible class teachers, men and 
women living in religious communities, and serious readers of the Bible" (vi.) 
In contrast to the ACCS, the CB does not necessarily limit itself to the patristic 
and early Medieval periods. (If the subject demands it, as is in the Song of 
Songs, material from the High Middle Ages can also be included. (The second 
volume in the series on 1 Corinthians [byJudith Kovacs] only includes texts up 
to 700 A.D.) It also differs from the ACCS in that it offers excerpts of substantial 
length; selections of one page and more are not uncommon. The editors rec
ognize that it takes time to immerse oneself in the thought world and modes of 
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expression of the patristic and medieval authors. The CB draws the majority of 
its material from the ancient commentaries and series of sermons on the bibli
cal book in question. For the Song of Songs, this means that the commentaries 
and/or sermons of Origen, Gregory of Nyssa, Rupert of Deutz, and Bernard of 
Clairvaux recur frequently. This in comparison to the ACCS' somewhat smaller 
focus means that the variety of texts offered is smaller, but it also lends a sense 
of coherence to the volume. 

The organization of the material and layout is also somewhat different than 
that in the ACCS. In each unit, the text of both the Septuagint and the Vulgate 
are quoted with English translation in facing columns. This is followed by a com
mentary from the editor (in the case of the Song of Songs volume by R. A. 
Norris) pointing out differences between the two text versions as well as some 
salient features in and links between the patristic and medieval texts that follow. 
These are arranged according to the verses or parts of the verse upon which they 
are commenting and are also quoted in bold before each text. An outstanding 
feature of the Song of Songs volume in the CB is that all of the texts are freshly 
translated for this volume, which makes for a more consistent translation. The 
volume augurs well for the future of the CB as a whole. If these high standards 
are maintained, it will remain without a doubt a major work of reference for 
many decades to come. Readers willing to immerse themselves in the wealth of 
texts offered by Norris will come away with a deep understanding of the spiritual 
meaning the Scriptures had to the fathers (patristic and medieval), and they 
will be able to appreciate the continuity in the interpretation of the Song of 
Songs over more than a millennium. Even a novice in the field will find the first 
steps on the road in the brief biographical sketches of the authors cited and the 
introductions by Wilken on interpreting the Old Testament and Norris on intro
duction to the Song of Songs. The survey of sources of texts translated, together 
with scriptural and thematic indexes, adds to the usability of the volume. 

Evaluation 

Anyone wanting to get acquainted with what the fathers have to say about 
the Song of Songs would do well to consult the volumes of both the ACCS and 
CB; they complement one another. While it is inevitable that scholars inter
ested in patristic exegesis will also turn to these volumes for easy access to a 
gold mine of information, these books are not designed to meet scholarly 
needs. They do not aim to offer a complete presentation of the material and 
significant authors or passages cannot be treated. For scholarly purposes, com
bining both resources is an absolute must. Even such a combination does not 
dispense the scholar from the time-consuming task of collecting all patristic 
and/or medieval evidence through the use of electronic databases, the Biblia 
Patristica, scriptural indexes, and many other tools that are available. Because 
both the CB and, to a lesser extent, the ACCS are primarily only drawing on 
commentaries and sermons on the biblical book treated, there is still a whole 
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world to discover—a whole world in which the Bible is brought to bear on spir
itual, moral, and theological issues without a direct link to the Song of Songs. 

Additionally, these volumes contribute to biblical exegesis, understood as 
the art of explaining the sacred text. During the second half of the twentieth 
century, the historical-critical method of exegesis was increasingly felt to have 
reached the limits of its contribution to an adequate understanding of the 
Scriptures. Its high technical methodology together with the huge amount of 
reading required to become at home with it as well as the attendant sense that 
these dissections of the scriptural texts desacralised it without giving much in 
return and led people—scholars and lay people alike—to seek other 
approaches to exegesis. This resulted in the appearance of a large number of 
methodologies: canonical criticism, feminist readings of the Scriptures, socio-
rhetorical criticism, postcolonial readings, and many others. None of these 
methods has been able to impose itself, and today anyone who is somewhat at 
home in explaining the Scriptures encounters a plethora of options. Could it 
be that a certain weariness with all of these methods and with historical criti
cism is at the heart of the longing for a spiritual reading of the Scriptures, which 
is the foundation on which both the ACCS and CB rests? 

—Johan Leemans 

Theology and History 

Athanasius: The Coherence of His Thought by Khaled Anatolios. New York: Rout-
ledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2005. Pp. viii + 256. $33.95 paperback. 

The volume under review is a paperback edition, otherwise unchanged, of 
the cloth edition first published in 1998. In it, the author endeavors to set forth 
the internal structure of Athanasius' thought. As he does so, he necessarily 
interacts with Athanasian scholarship—indicating what he sees as its strengths 
and exposing its flaws. 

Scholarship on Athanasius has typically focused on his contribution to the 
history of doctrine—specifically, to trinitarian or christological teaching. This 
has been understandable because the Alexandrian church father unquestion
ably exerted significant influence on those developments and played a key role 
in the controversies. However, such approaches to Athanasius do not necessar
ily work from within the structure of his thought itself. As well, some Athanasian 
scholarship has focused on one or another aspect of his teaching, but without 
necessarily seeking to discern and elucidate the inner structure of Athanasius' 
thought. Anatolios urges, "What is missing from such studies, from the stand
point of Athanasian scholarship, is a systematic account of the overall inner 
logic of the Athanasian vision that shows how the various aspects of his doctrine 
are mutually related" (1). 
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